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Christmas is the time of happiness, peace and harmony. Santa is everywhere and is ready to help
you build your fishing skills by providing you with the most gear to help you catch more fish! And as
a special addition, this pack includes a HUGE backpack that is going to be perfect for your fishing
adventures! The Backpack is made from a material that is 100% made in the North Pole, this great
little bag is ready to start looking for your baits and lures to catch more fish than ever before! When
you go fishing, you will be happy to see that the latest devices, like the Santa's Tackle Box, are
included in the pack to help you with the best material and accessories that you will need to be
successful in your winter fishing adventure. The Backpack includes a lot of gear, like fishing lines, 30
hooks, 3 chum buckets and a lot more of the best tools to tackle, catch and feed fish like Santa could
never keep in his pack! The holiday pack includes fireworks, snowballs, a xmas lantern, fishing
license and much more to make your holidays more special than ever! Note: to receive the Holiday
pack, you will need to own the game, and be in the paid market. About Us: The Fishing Superstore is
an online fishing sim game, which includes resources and equipment to help you become a pro
angler, and it is free for everyone who wishes to play. In this game you can catch, breed and train
fish of several kinds, build a fishing camp, and compete in tournaments. Feel free to try out the free
demo, because you will see that it’s not easy to become a pro angler! Facebook Page: Paid
Membership Website: Please LIKE, SUBSCRIBE, COMMENT and SHARE this game with your friends
and family. Thank you for your support! Add-Ons Winter Pass Premium Features -7 Days of Premium
Want to experience the most comprehensive fishing simulation in the entire world? Come take
advantage of our Premium Membership! Every one of our Premium members enjoys the most
comprehensive fishing experience there is! For 7 days, enjoy the ability to: -Cast from any bank!
-Shop from any bank. -Rent any fishing vessel, including kayaks, surfs, and even skiffs. -Catch and
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Features Key:
A new holiday-themed expansion to Fishing Planet:

  12 new islands, full of new species, plants and fishes
  A new aquarium, new interactive game mechanic
  Winter event, fish bonuses

New 3D graphic design, with a winter theme
A new pet type: the saver. The saver only saves fishes from battle, and therefore can use other fish.
This is similar to the save type of chicken. Note that you can only have one saver at a time.
New achievements. Looks more like a holiday, and it's easier to achieve
  Multiplayer deadlier

As for the station itself, we've added the following:

  two new islands for each species
  the 'Saviour' pet for combination with hunting mode
  new underwater activities
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   a new type of 'dragon' fishing
  a new fishing rod 'Drum'
  more cheap activities for each species
  a new event for each species
  a new aquarium species - 'Haiko'
  A map showing the position of each island
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